C Spire GALAXY S III
4.1.2 Premium Suite Upgrade
Premium Suite Upgrade video overview:
http://link.cspire.com/MqEQcL

New Contextual Awareness
(1) Page Buddy: Your phone will smartly predict what you intend to
do according to your actions. For example, when you plug in your
earphones, the device automatically opens up a page with the music
player.
(2) Contextual Menu: When you list up apps, you can now choose
to see the most frequently used ones first. Especially convenient
when you’re looking through apps to find files to attach.
(3) Contextual Tag: When you take a picture on the phone, you can
tag the weather, date, and place immediately.

New Enhanced Features
(1) Multi Window: You can open two different apps at the same time
into two different windows on the mobile screen.
(2) Auto Share Shot Pairing using NFC: By setting the camera to
‘Auto Share Shot’ mode, you can quickly share your photos and videos
by simply tapping their GALAXY S III with other NFC and S-Beam
enabled devices
(3) Reader Mode: You can easily control the size of the text on your
browser! Also, you can just click the webpage to share it!
(4) Facebook Lock Ticker: The easiest way to see your Facebook
News Feeds – set your phone to show it on your lock screen.

Do more with Multi Window
When one screen isn’t enough, Samsung’s Multi Window ensures that you can multitask
with minimal fuss.
By simply pressing and holding the ‘back key’ and then dragging and dropping your
apps, you can enjoy twice the viewing pleasure.

Keep it simple with Buddy Page
Finding the apps and widgets you need is no longer a problem. The new Buddy Page
feature detects how you are using your smartphone, e.g. you may have the headphones
plugged in, or your S Pen out. Buddy Page will automatically suggest appropriate apps
or widgets to use.

Capture more with Tag Buddy

Add even more detail to your photos with Tag Buddy. It automatically tags your photos
with useful information such as the date, weather, location and people within the shot.

Tailor your screen with Enhanced Pop-up
Play
Enjoy greater flexibility and control over what you watch with Samsung’s enhanced Popup Play.
Simply pinch the screen with your fingers to resize your videos, and then tap the screen
to pause and then tap again to resume play.

One touch for Auto Share Shot

Some moments just have to be shared, but that doesn’t mean it always happens. With
Auto Share Shot, it couldn’t be easier.
Once your smartphone has been connected to the other device via S Beam, photos can
be shared by simply touching the two devices together. Simple!

Never miss a thing
If having the latest news is important, then the Samsung Information Ticker is your
perfect partner.
By conveniently adding a ticker-tape style information bar at the bottom of your screen,
even when locked, you will also always know the latest news, stock information and/or
Facebook updates.

Immerse in Reader Mode
When you find an article worth reading, the last thing you want is distraction.
Samsung Reader Mode restructures your webpage format to fit perfectly with your
smartphone, making it easier to read and also share articles.

Capture life with Panorama Mode
Unleash your creativity using the Panorama Mode, which let you take 360° photos. After
selecting Panorama within Shooting Mode, all that is left to do is point, click and turn.

